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Abstract Although many models exist to predict the time taken to migrate a virtual machine from one physical machine to another, our empirical validation of these models has shown the 90th percentile error to be 46% (43 secs) and 159% (112 secs) for KVM and Xen live migration, respectively. Our analysis reveals that these models are fundamentally flawed as they all fail to take into account the following three critical parameters: (i) the writable working set size, (ii) the number of pages eligible for the skip technique, (iii) the relation of the number of skipped pages with the page dirty rate and the page transfer rate, and incorrectly model the key parameter—the number of new pages dirtied per unit time. In this paper, we propose a novel model that takes all these parameters into account. We present a thorough validation with 53 workloads and show that the 90th percentile error in the estimated migration times is only 12% (8 secs) and 19% (14 secs) for KVM and Xen live migration, respectively.



1.



Introduction



Data-center management entails several tasks including (but not limited to) mitigating resource hotspots [42], moving virtual machines across cloud locations for cloud bursting [14] and evacuating parts of the data-center due to power or cooling failures [35]. Many of these tasks require the movement of virtual machines (VMs) from one physical machine (PM) to another which involves the transfer of both the memory pages and the hardware state of the VM. The pre-copy live migration [9] technique performs this movement of a VM while the VM is under execution (i.e., live). Since VM execution causes further dirtying of pages, the live migration technique employs iterative transfer of dirtied pages. An optimization, called the page skip technique [28], skips transfer
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of frequently dirtied pages, so as to reduce unnecessary data transfer. Effective management of the data-center requires estimating the performance and cost of each potential VM migration, so that the “correct” VM(s) may be chosen for migration and allocated the appropriate resources for the migration process. Several models exist to predict the migration time for both KVM [3, 11, 21, 22, 24, 30, 44, 46, 47] and Xen [2, 3, 23, 43]. As we show in this paper, our empirical analysis of these models exposes notable shortcomings in the way migration has been modeled. A thorough empirical analysis of these models reveals significant errors and makes their usage questionable. To further emphasize the importance of accuracy, we present a use-case, next. Dynamic resource provisioning techniques [5, 8, 10, 16, 17, 19, 26, 31, 32, 40, 42, 45] allocate resources dynamically to a VM based on changing load levels. However, if a PM does not have enough free resources to satisfy a VM’s increased resource requirement, a resource hotspot results. Migration time estimation models help us answer questions such as (i) which VM to migrate to resolve the hotspot quickly? or (ii) how much resources to allocate to the migration process to meet a migration time deadline? An incorrect estimation of migration time may result in picking a “wrong” VM for migration and hence the hotspot may persist for longer, thereby adversely impacting application SLA. An overestimation of the resource requirement of the migration process may further stress an already stressed PM. In addition to management tasks, an accurate migration time estimation model is also essential for cloud bursting [14, 41] and for synchronizing migration time while moving multi-tier applications [22, 34, 36, 38]. Hence, our main goal is to propose an accurate estimation model that predicts migration time, and we make the following three contributions: 1. A thorough empirical evaluation of existing analytical models. With migration time measured from 371 migration instances (over 53 workloads), we show that the 90th percentile error with migration times estimated using the best existing analytical model for KVM and Xen VM migration is 46% (43 seconds) and 159% (112 seconds), respectively. 2. A detailed analysis of the empirical data to identify shortcomings in the existing analytical models. We find that a key parameter—the number of new pages dirtied per unit time—has been modeled incorrectly, and the following pa-



rameters have been completely overlooked: (i) the writable working set size, (ii) the number of eligible pages for the skip technique, (iii) the relation of number of skipped pages with the page dirty rate and the page transfer rate, (iv) the circular dependency between the iteration time and the number of skipped pages. 3. A novel and comprehensive analytical model that predicts migration time with the 90th percentile error of 12% (8 seconds) for KVM and 19% (14 seconds) for XEN. The migration logs and code are made publicly available at http: //goo.gl/xtzUoW. Since already twelve models exist to predict the migration performance, we start with an empirical study and indepth analysis of these models, which brings out the gaps in the current state-of-the-art. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the steps involved in KVM and Xen VM live migration, and parameters affecting the performance metrics. Section 3 discusses all existing estimation models with their strength and weakness. Section 4 empirically determines the estimation errors with existing analytical models, and explores the reasons for the same. Section 5 proposes a novel model, while Section 6 validates its accuracy. Section 7 concludes the paper.



2.



Background



In this section, we explain the process of live migration and discuss parameters that affect their performance. 2.1



Pre-copy Live Migration



Pre-copy live migration [9] transfers memory pages of a VM over multiple iterations. The first iteration transfers all memory pages, while subsequent iterations transfer pages that are dirtied during the previous iteration. Subsequently, when one of the stop-and-copy conditions [28] is met, the VM’s execution is suspended to transfer the remaining pages and the hardware state. The above iterative pre-copy technique is used both in Xen and KVM. Xen implements an additional optimization as well, called the page skip1 , to reduce the amount of data transferred. In this work, we focus on pre-copy live migration as implemented in Xen and KVM virtualization platform. Next, we present the steps involved in the page skip technique. The skip technique. After the transfer of every m pages (1024 pages by default) in an iteration, the skip technique locates all the dirtied pages during that transfer time of m pages and skips transferring those pages in the current iteration. The rationale is that these pages may get dirtied again. Note that pages that are dirtied in the previous iterations are scheduled to transfer in the current iteration. Hence, pages that are eligible for skipping are those pages that are dirtied in both the previous and current iteration. Only for the first iteration, all the dirtied pages are eligible for skipping. 1 While



there are other optimizations, such as delta compression [39], our initial studies [33] have shown that the page skip is the dominant optimization in terms of performance & cost and is also built into Xen.



Assumptions. We assume that the VM’s disk image is stored on a networked storage and hence, need not be migrated along with the VM. Further, we consider static network rate assignment for the migration process. In prior work [28], we showed that the static network rate limiting is more efficient than the dynamic network rate limiting (which adjusts the page transfer rate based on the page dirty rate). We also assume that the network bandwidth is reserved between source & destination PM before initiating the migration and hence, not affected by other network flows. 2.2



Parameters Affecting the Performance



Based on the migration process described above, we now present the steps involved in the prediction of performance of live migration (refer to Algorithm 1). Line 7 to 12 in Algorithm 1 represent iterative page transfer. In the first iteration, the number of pages to be transferred is equal to the number of pages allocated to the VM. In subsequent iterations, the number of pages to be transferred is equal to the number of unique pages dirtied during the previous iteration. Note that a page may get dirtied multiple times during an iteration. The time taken by each iteration is equal to the actual number of pages transferred (which excludes skipped pages) divided by the page transfer rate. In the case of KVM, the number of skipped pages is always zero. The performance of VM migration can be quantified in terms of migration time (the time taken between the initiation of migration and successful completion), and downtime (duration for which the VM’s execution is suspended). On the other hand, the cost of VM migration is quantified in terms of network traffic generated. The migration time is the sum of pre-copy time and the downtime, and the network traffic is the amount of data sent from source PM to destination PM. Algorithm 1 Modeling the migration process 1: Input: memory size M, page transfer rate R 2: Output: pre-copy time t p , downtime td 3: function L IVE M IGRATION (M, R) 4: i←1 . i denotes iteration# 5: Vi ← M . Vi denotes #pages to be transferred 6: repeat . starting iterative pre-copy phase V −W i i 7: Ti ← R . #skipped pages Wi is 0 for KVM 8: t p ← t p + Ti . Ti denotes iteration time 9: Vi+1 ← Di . Di denotes #dirtied pages in Ti 10: i ← i+1 . moving to next iteration 11: until stop-and-copy condition [28] is met 12: td ← VRi . transferring remaining pages 13: return t p ,td . pre-copy time and downtime 14: end function From Algorithm 1, it is clear that the key parameters affecting the migration time and downtime are (i) the memory size—M, (ii) the page transfer rate—R, (iii) the number of unique pages dirtied—Di , and (iv) the number



Table 2. Definition of variables used in Table 1, 3 and 4.



Table 1. Models to predict page dirty rate Reference – name [24, 44] – Average [30] – Exp-average [3] – Hot-Cold [23] – Mig-Log [47] – Probability



Models for page dirty rate (S) ∑m dt S = d = t=1 P St = dt × α + St−1 × (1 − α) S = Sc × (1 − β ) + Sh × β ∑n (Si × Ti ) S = ϕ d + (1 − ϕ) i=0n ∑i=0 (Ti ) k ∑M k=1 ∑ j=1 (d × Pj ) M S = 0.5 × (ω × M)



S= [46] – Mem-CDF



(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)



of skipped pages—Wi . Both the memory size of a VM and the page transfer rate (i.e., the reserved/guaranteed network bandwidth for the migration process) are inputs to the prediction algorithm and are supplied by the user. The other two parameters are dependent on the behavior of the application executing on the VM. The discussion in this section makes it apparent that, 1. The number of unique pages dirtied per iteration is dependent on the page dirtying characteristics of the application. 2. The number of skipped pages per iteration is limited by the number of eligible pages. Now, we need to estimate the number of unique pages dirtied per iteration and the number of skipped pages per iteration to estimate the migration time and downtime.



3.



Analytical Evaluation of Existing Models



We now present existing models and also discuss the strength and weakness of each model. 3.1



Models for Number of Dirtied Pages



In [3, 23, 24, 30, 44, 46, 47], the number of unique pages dirtied during an iteration is modeled as a product of the iteration time and the page dirty rate. All existing work defines the page dirty rate as the “average number of pages dirtied per second”. Table 1 lists six existing models that estimate the page dirty rate of an application. To each model, we assign a name based on the strategy employed. The variables used in these models are defined in Table 2. Key idea for computing page dirty rate. Existing techniques compute the page dirty rate using the dirty bitmap provided by the hypervisor. The dirty bitmaps are collected every bitmap-collection interval j for a bitmap-collection duration P” as soon as a need for prediction arises. The basic assumption is that the page dirtying characteristics of the application observed during the bitmap-collection duration holds for the entire duration of the migration. Next, we describe the procedure involving the dirty bitmaps, employed by each existing techniques to compute the page dirty rate. Average and Exponential-average methods. The technique that we refer to as Average [24, 44] computes the page



Variables S St Si dt d β Sc Sh Pj M Ti Di Wi q n R P



Definitions (units) Page dirty rate (#pages dirtied/sec). Exponential moving average of page dirty rate. Page dirty rate during iteration #i (#pages/sec). #set-bits in dirty bitmap collected at t th second. Average #set-bits in dirty bitmap per second. Fraction of VM’s memory pages that is hot. Page dirty rate of cold pages (#pages/sec). Page dirty rate of hot pages (#pages/sec). Dirty probability of page ‘j’ per unit time. #pages allocated to the VM. Time taken by an iteration i. Number of unique dirtied pages in an iteration i Number of skipped pages in an iteration i. Probability that a page is clean per unit time Total number of iterations executed. Page transfer rate (reserved bandwidth). Bitmap-collection period.



dirty rate by simply averaging the number of set-bits per second in the dirty bitmaps. Complementarily, the Exponentialaverage [30] method employs an exponential moving average, instead of simple average. Hot-Cold pages and Migration Log based methods. The technique proposed in [3] refers to the frequently dirtied pages as hot-pages and the remaining pages as cold-pages. The dirty rate for both hot pages and cold pages is computed from collected bitmaps, and their weighted sum is computed to get the total page dirty rate. We refer to this method as Hot-Cold. The approach in [23] computes a weighted sum of the dirty rate calculated from dirty bitmaps and the page dirty rate of each iteration stored in the migration log history to predict the total page dirty rate. We refer to this method as Mig-Log. Dirty Probability and Mem-CDF based methods. The technique proposed in [47] predicts the page dirty rate using both the average number of set-bits per second and the dirty probability of each page as shown in Equation (5). The dirty probability of a page is the ratio of the dirty frequency of that page to the summation of page dirty frequency of all pages. We refer to this method as Probability. The work in [46] plots Cumulative Distribution of the fraction of memory pages over dirty frequency (F). Then, the CDF is fitted with 1 − ωF , where ω is the model coefficient. The value of ω is computed using least square method and used to predict the page dirty rate as shown in Equation (6). We refer to this method as Mem-CDF. Strength. Simple models and easy to employ. Weakness. These models do not capture all the page dirtying characteristics of applications. Specifically, these models fail to predict the number of unique pages dirtied during a given time correctly (as we show in Section 4.3) when: (i) the same set of pages are dirtied every second (which implies



Table 3. Models for the number of skipped pages Wi Name [23] (Prop-Skip) [3] (Hot-Skip)



Wi = γDi−1 (7) γ = αTi−1 + δ S + θ (8) Wi = β × M



(9)



that the value of S is zero after the first second), or (ii) the number of new pages dirtied per second decreases as time progresses (a single value of S cannot capture this behavior), or (iii) there is a limit on the number of unique pages dirtied by an application (governed by writable working set size). 3.2



Models for Number of Skipped Pages



Models for estimating the number of skipped pages proposed in [3, 23] are summarized in Table 3. Prop-Skip method. The work in [23] models the number of skipped pages in an iteration as being proportional to the number of unique pages dirtied in the previous iteration. The proportionality coefficient is modeled as a linear function of the previous iteration time and the page dirty rate. We refer to this model as Prop-Skip. Hot-Skip method. As mentioned in Section 3.1, the work in [3] categorizes the VM’s memory pages as hot and cold pages. The number of skipped pages in any iteration is modeled as being equal to all hot pages. We refer to this model as Hot-Skip. Strength. Simple models and easy to use. Weakness. These models fail to notice the impact of parameter called eligible pages for the skip technique, i.e., pages dirtied during both iteration i and iteration (i − 1)—refer Section 2.1. Ignoring this parameter results in significant prediction error as shown in Section 4.3. 3.3



Table 4. Models for pre-copy time and downtime – KVM



Number of skipped pages (Wi )



Models for Migration Time with KVM



The models for estimating the migration time and downtime with KVM live migration proposed in existing literature [3, 7, 11, 21–24, 30, 44, 46, 47] are summarized in Table 4. Any of the page dirty rate models described in the Section 3.1 can be used with these models. Equation (10), i.e., precopy time, is equal to the sum of time taken by each iteration, S i−1 , and n denotes the toi.e., ∑ni=1 Ti , where Ti = M R × ( /R ) tal number of iterations executed. The number of iterations n is modeled in [3] as a function of configurable variables defined in the stop-and-copy conditions. Equation (11), i.e., downtime, is equal to Tn+1 . Therefore, the migration time is expressed as Tn+1 + ∑ni=1 Ti . Equation (12) is an expansion of Tn + ∑ni=1 Ti . Here, the downtime is considered to be same as the time taken by last iteration Tn instead of Tn+1 . Equation (13) estimates the migration time by utilizing the probability q that a page is clean (i.e., not dirtied) per unit. Strength. Simple analytical models which can estimate the migration time and downtime given a page dirty rate and a page transfer rate. Weakness. These models are dependent on incomplete page



[3, 11, 22, 24, 46] [21, 30, 44, 47] [7]



Pre-copy time (t p ) Downtime (td ) n i S h M S n M 1 − /R /R (11) tp = (10) td = S R R 1 − /R t p + td =



M R−S



1 1 tp = ln[1 − M × (q) /R ] ln q



(12) (13)



dirty rate models mentioned in the previous section. The assumption made in [7] that the dirty probability of all pages is same, is not always true. 3.4



Models for Migration Time with Xen



Analytical models. The model proposed in [23] is similar to Algorithm 1 in which the number of skipped pages and the number of dirtied pages is computed using the Prop-Skip method and the Mig-Log method, respectively. The work in [3] predicts the pre-copy time by substituting (i) (1 − β ) × M (i.e., cold pages) for the variable M (i.e., all pages) and (ii) Sc (i.e., cold page dirty rate) for the variable S (i.e., page dirty rate) in equation (10). The downtime tdown is predicted as   n+1  Sc M +β (14) tdown = × (1 − β ) × R R Strength. Simple analytical models. Weakness. These models depend on a page dirty rate model and a skipped pages model, described in the previous sections, which themselves are flawed. Emulation model. [2] implements an emulator that replicates the implementation of Xen live migration except for the actual transfer of pages. The emulator uses dirty bitmaps collected every mR msecs (i.e., the time taken to transfer m pages—refer 2.1) as input to estimate the migration time. The bitmaps are collected for a duration equal to the maximum migration time, i.e., 3×M R seconds (as per stop-andcopy conditions [28]) Strength. Accurate prediction of migration time. Weakness. The cost of this approach is two fold: (i) the dirty bitmaps are collected over a longer period (compared to other analytical approaches) which impacts application performance (shown in Section 6). For example, to predict the migration time of a VM (of size 1 GB) for a given network bandwidth of 500 Mbps, we needed to collect dirty bitmap every 64 msecs for 60 seconds. (ii) the emulator’s total execution time is undesirably high and unsuitable for resource hotspot mitigation. Application specific model. The work in [43] models the relation between migration time and page transfer rate using multiple values of migration time collected by migrating an application (at a specific load level) with different page transfer rates. This relation is used to predict the migration time of the application. Strength. Accurate prediction of migration time.
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Figure 1. Migration performance with our workloads. Weakness. This model cannot be applied in a data center as it is infeasible to repetitively conduct experiments on every user-hosted application. Hence, we focus only on generic analytical models in our work. Having analyzed the flaws with the existing models, we now look to empirically establish the impact of these flaws on the accuracy of prediction.



4.



Empirical Evaluation of Existing Models



4.1



Experimental Setup and Workloads



Our setup consists of three PMs, each one equipped with a 2.8 GHz Intel Core i5 760 CPU (4 cores), and 4 GB of memory. One PM acts as a controller that issues migration commands and generates workloads. The other two PMs execute QEMU-KVM v1.7 and Xen hypervisor v4.0. All PMs are connected through a 1 Gbps D-Link DGS-1008D switch. Each PM and VM is installed with Linux kernel v3.8.0-29. The three parameters that impact the performance of live migration are (1) page dirty rate, (2) VM’s memory size, and (3) migration rate [28]. To obtain a variety of page dirty rates, we use an extensive set of workloads (53 in total) that are commonly hosted in data centers. Broadly, we categorize the considered workloads into two sets. The first set of workloads consists of web and database services—HTTP file server, RUBiS [37], Mediawiki [25], Dell DVD Store [1], and OLTPBenchmark [12]. The second set of workloads consists of multimedia and data mining benchmarks such as Parsec [4], NU-MineBench [27], and other multi-threaded benchmarks [6, 13, 20]. A detailed description of each workload is given in Appendix A. All workloads are hosted on VMs of memory size 1 GB except for OLTPBenchmark and NU-MineBench which are assigned 1.5 GB and 600 MB, respectively. The VMs are migrated with 7 different transfer rates ranging from 100 Mbps to 700 Mbps in steps of 100 Mbps. In total, we collected 371 values of migration time, downtime and network traffic. We know from [28] that the amount of additional network traffic2 generated during the migration is proportional to the page dirty rate. Figure 1 plots the additional network traffic generated and migration time during 371 migrations. The wide range of migration performance is mainly due to the different page dirtying characteristic of workloads. the additional network traffic is equal to the difference between total network traffic generated during migration and VM’s memory size
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Figure 2. Prediction error with estimated dirtied pages and migration times with KVM live migration. 4.2



Prediction Errors with Existing Models



In this section, we empirically report the prediction error with (1) page dirty rate models, (2) migration time models of KVM, and (3) migration time models of Xen. (1) Errors with page dirty rate models. We evaluated the accuracy of page dirty rate models described in Section 3.1. Figure 2(a) plots the CDF of absolute error with the estimated number of unique pages dirtied per iteration (i.e., #pages × 4 KB). The values were estimated as follows: First, nearly 7000 tuples of iteration time and number of unique pages dirtied were retrieved from the migration log history generated during 371 VM migrations. Next, the number of dirtied pages per iteration was estimated as a product of the iteration time and the page dirty rate. With reference to Figure 2, the lowest 80th percentile error was with the Probability method (46 MB or 89%). We also calculated the page dirty rate using dirty bitmaps which were collected for a longer time period (30 secs, 60 secs, 90 secs) at different collection interval. Still there was no reduction in prediction errors as these models are fundamentally flawed as revealed later in Section 4.3. From these results, we conclude that none of the existing models predict number of unique pages dirtied accurately and hence, we look to determine the impact of this inaccuracy in the prediction of migration time. (2) Errors with KVM migration time models. We evaluated the accuracy of migration time prediction models of KVM live migration listed in Table 4. We computed the page dirty rate using all six existing models. Figure 2(b) plots the CDF of migration time absolute error for the model which produced least error (i.e., the sum of Equation 10 and 11). The measured migration times with KVM were in the range of 7 seconds to 400 seconds. The lowest 90th percentile error was with the Probability method (43 secs or 46%). Similarly, we observed very high errors for the estimated network traffic. These errors with KVM migration time estimation models are inevitable, since they depend on page dirty rate models which are inaccurate themselves. Further, we observed that when the page dirty rate was in the orders of magnitude lower than the page transfer rate, prediction errors with these existing models as well the basic model (i.e., M R ) were very low. As existing work used only
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Figure 3. Migration times and network traffics prediction error with Xen live migration’s performance models. a few workloads, high errors were not observed in their evaluation. (3) Errors with Xen migration time models. We evaluated the accuracy of migration time prediction models proposed in [23] (which uses Prop-Skip method) and [3] (which uses Hot-Skip) for Xen live migration. We computed the page dirty rate using all existing models. Figure 3(a) and 3(b) plot the CDF of migration time and network traffic absolute error, respectively. The page dirty rate computed using the Probability method exhibited least error in migration time estimation and hence, we plotted only these errors in Figure 3. The measured migration times with Xen were in the range of 6 seconds to 363 seconds which were observed to be less compared to KVM due to the usage of the page skip technique. The lowest 80th percentile migration time error was with the Prop-Skip method (30 seconds, i.e., 46%). 4.3



Analyzing the Root Cause of Errors



Towards understanding the error associated with existing models, first, we analyzed the dirty pattern of all 53 workloads and found that (1) the page dirty rate is modeled incorrectly and (2) the writable working set size of the application is overlooked. Second, we analyzed the skip pattern and found that the following parameters were overlooked: (3) the number of pages eligible for the skip technique; (4) the relation of the number of skipped pages with the page dirty rate and the page transfer rate; (5) circular dependency between the number of skipped pages and the iteration time. Each of these parameters are explained below. (1) Newly dirtied pages. Figure 4(a) plots the number of unique pages dirtied in every one second interval and the number of unique pages dirtied in a time interval (0,t) for the kernel compile workload. Though the average number of unique pages dirtied in every one second interval was 19,313 pages, the average number of unique pages dirtied in 20 seconds interval was not equal to 20 times 19,313 (rather it was only 28,339 pages). As per the Average, the Hot-Cold, and the Probability methods, the page dirty rate was 19313, 4355 and 9607 pages, respectively. Hence, none of the existing models were able to predict the number of unique pages dirtied accurately by computing the product of time and page dirty rate. Key Observation. The reason for the error in estimating the number of unique pages dirtied is that compared to the average number of unique pages dirtied during each
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Figure 4. (a) Page dirtying characteristics of the kernel compile workload; (b) The maximum writable working set size of various workloads. second, in the subsequent seconds only a small number of new pages were dirtied and the remaining dirtied pages were already dirtied. Similar behavior was observed for other workloads as well. However, the existing page dirty rate models either overlook the need to differentiate between the new dirty pages and the old dirty pages in the collected bitmaps or differentiate only coarsely by Probability and Hot-Cold methods. As a result, these models predict the number of unique pages dirtied with high errors. Takeaway 1: To accurately predict the number of unique pages dirtied during a given time using page dirty rate, we need to ensure that we count each dirtied page only once. That is to say, if the same page is repeatedly marked dirtied in successively collected bitmaps, that page should still count as a single dirtied page only. (2) Writable working set size. With kernel compile workload, we observed that the number of pages dirtied during intervals (0, 65 secs) to (0, 90 secs) was almost same (around 53,000 pages). This is due to the maximum writable working set size of the kernel compile workload. Figure 4 plots maximum writable working set size for various workloads. For any given interval (0,t), the number of unique pages dirtied was always bounded by the maximum writable working set. However, the existing models have overlooked this parameter. Takeaway 2: We need to estimate the writable working set size of the workload as it is the upper bound for the number of unique pages dirtied during a given time. (3) Eligible pages for the skip technique. The PropSkip approach models the number of skipped pages in an iteration as being proportional to the number of unique pages dirtied in the previous iteration. Figure 5(a) plots nearly 7000 pairs of the number of skipped pages (Wi ) in an iteration and the number of unique pages dirtied (Di−1 ) in the previous iteration. The R2 value (a measure of goodness-of-fit of a linear regression) of this linear relation was only 0.81. This is because, the number of skipped pages is dependent on the number of eligible pages as well (refer Section 2). We observed that the number of eligible pages for the skip technique was always lower than the number of dirtied pages as shown in Figure 6. This behavior was observed for all other workloads as well. In case of the file server, only a
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Figure 5. The relation of the skipped pages (Wi ) with the dirtied pages (Di−1 ), and the eligible pages (Ei ). small number of pages were eligible for the skip technique. Figure 5(b) plots the number of skipped pages against the number of eligible pages. The R2 value of this linear relation was 0.985. Hence, we conclude that the number of skipped pages is proportional to the number of eligible pages. Takeaway 3: In order to predict the number of skipped pages in the current iteration, we need to estimate the number of eligible pages for the skip technique, i.e., the intersection of set of unique pages dirtied in the previous iteration and the current iteration. (4) Relation of the number of skipped pages with the page dirty rate and transfer rate. The number of skipped pages is impacted not just by the number of eligible pages, but also by the page dirty rate and page transfer rate as explained below. Figure 7(a) plots the number of skipped pages over different page transfer rate for iteration 1 during the migration of file server workload. Note that for iteration 1, all dirtied pages are eligible for skipping. As the page transfer rate increased, the fraction of the eligible pages skipped decreased. The reason is that when the pages were transferred rapidly (i.e., less time to transfer each m pages), the skip technique was able to locate only fewer dirtied pages in the meantime. Figure 7(b) plots the number of skipped pages over different page transfer rate for iteration 1 during the migration of a RUBiS webserver. Due to the high dirty rate, the page transfer rate had no effect on the number of skipped pages. As the pages were dirtied rapidly, after transferring a few set of m pages itself, the skip technique located all dirtied pages. Similar behavior was observed for other workloads as well. Takeaway 4: In order to accurately predict the number of skipped pages, we need to consider the impact of the page transfer rate and the page dirty rate. (5) Circular dependency between iteration time and number of skipped pages (Wi ). The time taken by iteration (Ti ) can be expressed as Vi −Wi Ti = (15) R where, Vi denotes the number of pages to be transferred in iteration i. From Equation 15, we can conclude that the iteration time is inversely proportional to the number of skipped pages. We know that the number of skipped pages is proportional to the number of eligible pages which in
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Figure 6. The number of dirtied pages, eligible pages, and skipped pages per iteration. For the first iteration, all the dirtied pages are eligible for the skip technique and hence not plotted. #pages (x103)
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Figure 7. The impact of the page transfer rate R and the dirtying speed on the number of skipped pages Wi . Table 5. Parameters to be modeled Parameter Di Ei Wi t p + td with KVM t p + td with Xen



Dependent on Ti , S, Snew , Mw , Rmin Ti , Ti−1 , Di , Di−1 . R, S, Snew , Ei Di Di , Wi



turn depends on the number of unique pages dirtied (as per Takeaway 3). Further, the number of unique pages dirtied is proportional to the iteration time (as per Takeaway 1). These relations show the circular dependency between the number of skipped pages and the iteration time. Existing models have overlooked this dependency. In the next section, we propose a novel model to predict the performance of live migration with high accuracy as existing analytical models are very inaccurate.



5.



Proposed Model



The basic migration time estimation model (Algorithm 1) presented in Section 2.2 shows that (1) the number of unique pages dirtied, and (2) the number of skipped pages for each iteration need to be modeled. In this section, first, we present our model that estimates these two parameters. Next, we show how these models can be incorporated into Algorithm 1 to estimate the migration time. Table 5 lists all the parameters required to be modeled. 5.1



Model for Number of Dirtied Pages Di



Based on Takeaway 1, we know that to estimate the number of unique pages dirtied during the iteration time, we need to count only the newly dirtied pages (while ensuring that re-
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Figure 9. The value of S per 100 msecs and Stnew per 100 msecs for different time interval (0,t).



Figure 8. Procedure for computing S and Snew . peatedly dirtied pages are counted only once each). Towards this, we introduce the following two parameters: 1. the average number of unique pages dirtied per time interval j—denoted by S. 2. the average number of new pages dirtied per time interval j—denoted by Snew . Given S and Snew , we can estimate the number of unique pages dirtied (Di ) for the given time duration Ti as (16)



where C denotes the number of time intervals in the given time duration Ti , and it can be expressed as C = Tji . Further, the number of unique pages dirtied cannot be greater than the maximum writable working set size (Mw ) (as per Takeaway 2). Next, we present the procedure for computing S, Snew , and Mw along with our observations. 5.1.1
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Procedure for computing S and Snew



Bitmap collection. To compute the value of S and Snew , we collect dirty bitmaps every bitmap-collection interval ( j) for a bitmap-collection period (P), as soon as a need for prediction arises. Similar to existing work, we also assume that the page dirtying characteristics of the application observed during the bitmap-collection period holds for the entire duration of migration. To verify the assumption, we computed S and Snew values for different bitmap-collection intervals during the execution of workloads (listed in Appendix A) and observed these values to be similar. The bitmap collection process impacts the performance of application and is discussed in Section 6. Computing S. To compute the “average number of unique pages dirtied per interval j”—S, we count the number of set-bits in each collected bitmap and compute their average (similar to existing approaches). A pictorial representation of this computation procedure is given in Figure 8(a). Figure 9(a) plots the average number of unique pages dirtied per 100 msecs, for various workloads. Computing Snew . From the collected bitmap, we observed that the number of new pages dirtied decreased with the passage of time and eventually became constant. Hence, to accurately predict the number of unique pages dirtied, we



cannot rely on a single Snew value. It is necessary to compute multiple Snew values and choose an appropriate one for the given iteration time. The procedure is as follows: We compute multiple “average number of new pages dirtied per time interval j”—denoted by Stnew , where each Stnew value is associated with a time period (0,t). The value of t ∈ (1 sec3 ond, 2 seconds, ..., P seconds). For example, Snew denotes the “average number of new pages dirtied per 100 msecs” during the interval (0, 3 seconds). The value of Stnew for an interval is computed by identifying the number of new setbits per bitmap and then calculating the average number of new set-bits per bitmap. A pictorial representation of this computation procedure is given in Figure 8(b). To choose an appropriate value of Snew for a given time duration Ti , we define a function named round that returns a value t which is nearest to the given time duration Ti , where t ∈ (1 second, 2 seconds, ..., P seconds). Figure 9(b) plots the multiple Stnew values for various workloads over intervals (0,t) where t ∈(1 second, 2 seconds, ..., 10 seconds). The computation of S and Stnew took around 2 seconds while consuming 80% of CPU in our setup. 5.1.2



Procedure for computing Mw



Since the maximum writable working set size is meant primarily as a bound for the number of unique pages dirtied, instead of actually finding this value (as it is quite challenging), we substitute it with the number of unique pages dirtied in the largest possible iteration time (a.k.a. maximum iteration time). The duration of any iteration cannot be greater , where M denotes the memory size of the VM, and than RM min Rmin denotes the minimum page transfer rate fixed by the administrator for the migration process. To compute Mw , we periodically collect dirty bitmaps every maximum iteration time and count the number of set-bits which approximates Mw . As the ratio of memory size M to the lowest page transfer rate Rmin was observed to be high, periodically collecting dirty bitmaps at every maximum iteration time units did not degrade the performance of application (as only the first write to every page is trapped [18] in a collection interval). Further, for most of the workloads, all pages in the writable working set were dirtied within the maximum iteration time.



5.1.3



Ei = (Di-1 + Di) - U



Estimating number of unique pages dirtied Di



The number of new pages dirtied per unit time and the maximum writable working set size of the application are the key components for computing the number of unique pages dirtied. We propose Algorithm 2 to predict the number of unique pages dirtied for a given iteration time (Ti ) using page dirty rate (S, Stnew ) and maximum writable set size (Mw ). There are three parts in Algorithm 2: 1. computing the value of C, i.e., the number of bitmapcollection intervals ( j) that make up the given iteration time—line 2. 2. choosing an appropriate value for “the average number of new pages dirtied per interval ( j)” using the round function—line 3. 3. estimating the number of dirtied pages—line 4 to 8.
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Figure 10. Illustration of eligible pages (Ei ) estimation



Snew ← Snew i . round to nearest time period t if C < 1 then . time Ti is lesser than time interval j return min([S ×C], Mw ) else return min([S + (C − 1) × Snew ], Mw ) end if end function



In this section, first, we present our key observations related to the number of skipped pages W1 in iteration 1 and a linear regression model to estimate W1 . Second, we present our key observations related to the number of skipped pages Wi and a linear regression model for the same. Finally, we present the procedure used to train the model coefficients. Number of skipped pages W1 . By analyzing the skip technique behavior during 7000 iterations, we made the following key observations 1. On average, 96% of the unique dirtied pages in the first 2 seconds of iteration 1 were skipped. 2. On average, only around 56% of the unique dirtied pages in the remaining seconds of iteration 1 were skipped. 3. Further, the number of skipped pages were affected by the time taken to transfer M pages and the time taken to dirty D1 pages. In other words, the page dirty rate (S, Snew ) and the page transfer rate R affected W1 .



In this section, we proposed a model to predict the number of unique pages dirtied. In the following section, we propose models that estimate the number of eligible pages and the number of skipped pages.



Algorithm 3 Model to predict number of skipped pages 1: function SPG(M, R, S, Stnew , x, j, P, i, D1 , Ei ) 2: if i = 1 then x 3: Dx ← S + ( xj − 1) × Snew . dirtied pages in x secs



Algorithm 2 Model to predict number of dirtied pages 1: function DPG(Ti , S, Stnew , Mw , j) 2: C = Tji . C denotes number of intervals j in time Ti 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8: 9:
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round(T )



Model for Number of Eligible Pages Ei



From Takeaway 3, we know that the number of eligible pages for the skip technique in iteration i is equal to the number of pages that are dirtied in both iteration i and iteration (i − 1). The key idea is to find the number of unique pages dirtied (U) in the combined iteration time (Ti + Ti−1 ) using Algorithm 2. Once we get this value, we can easily estimate the number of pages that are dirtied in both iteration i and iteration (i − 1) using the number of unique pages dirtied in respective iterations as shown in Figure 10. Subtracting the number of unique pages dirtied (U) in the combined iteration time from the value of (Di−1 + Di ) gives the number of eligible pages. 5.3



Model for Number of Skipped Pages Wi



From Takeaway 3 and 4, we know that, to predict the number of skipped pages for each iteration, we need to consider number of eligible pages, page transfer rate, and page dirtying rate (S, Snew ). As all dirtied pages are eligible for skipping in iteration 1 but not in other iterations, we have two models, i.e., one model for iteration 1 and another model for the remaining iterations.



4: 5: 6:



7: 8: 9: 10: 11: 12:



Dr ← D1 − Dx P DP ← S + ( Pj − 1) × Snew



. remaining dirtied pages . dirtied pages in P secs



DP − Dx (x,P)  . Snew for interval (x, P) Snew ←  P−x j   Dr Q← M − x + (x,P) R Snew return (α × Dx ) + (β × Dr ) + (γ × Q) + λ else return (ϑ × R) + (ψ × Ei ) + θ end if end function



Based on these three observations, we model the number of skipped pages W1 in iteration 1 as W1 = (α × Dx ) + (β × Dr ) + (γ × Q) + λ



(17)



where α, β , γ and λ are the model co-efficients. 1. Variable Dx denotes the number of pages dirtied in the first x seconds of the iteration 1 (based on observation 1). Line 3 in Algorithm 3 computes Dx . 2. Variable Dr denotes the number of pages dirtied in the remaining seconds of the iteration 1 (based on observation 2). Line 4 in Algorithm 3 computes Dr .



3. variable Q denotes the difference in the time taken to transfer all pages allocated to the VM and the time taken to dirty D1 number of pages (based on observation 3). In other words, Q captures the impact of the page transfer rate and the page dirtying rate on the number of skipped pages (refer Takeaway 3). Line 7 in Algorithm 3 computes Q. Computing Q. The time taken to transfer all pages allocated to the VM can be expressed as M R . However, it is quite challenging to calculate the time taken to dirty D1 number of pages. We can divide the D1 number of pages into two parts: (1) the number of pages dirtied in the first x second— denoted by Dx , (2) the remaining number of dirtied pages— denoted by Dr . Now, we only need to find the time taken to dirty Dr number of pages (as we already know the time taken to dirty Dx number of pages) and is calculated as shown in Line 7. x,P 1. The variable Snew in Line 7 denotes the average number of new pages dirtied per interval j during a time interval (x, P). x,P is calculated using the number of new 2. The value of Snew pages dirtied during interval (x, P), i.e., the difference of the number of pages dirtied during the time period P (i.e., DP ) and the number of pages dirtied during the time period x (i.e., Dx )—Line 6. Once we compute the values of variables Dx , Dr and Q, we estimate the number of skipped pages W1 in iteration 1 using Equation (17). The value of x is 2 seconds which is decided based on our observation 1 listed above. Number of skipped pages Wi , where i > 1. The key observation was that on average, 88% of the eligible pages were skipped during iteration i, where i > 1. Further, the page transfer rate R affected the number of skipped pages. Hence, we model the number of skipped pages in iteration i as Wi = (ϑ × R) + (ψ × Ei ) + θ



(18)



where ϑ , ψ and θ are the model co-efficients. Training model co-efficients. To estimate the number of skipped pages accurately, instead of directly using the averages mentioned in above observations for co-efficients, we used the migration logs of the following 10 workloads— mediawiki-ws, Dell-DVD-store-ws, tpcc, eclipse, fop, h2, jython, pmd, tomcat, and tradebeans (out of 53 workloads) to train the value of co-efficients in Equation (17) and (18). The R2 value of the trained Equation (17) and (18) was 0.987 and 0.99, respectively. Now, we have models to estimate the number of unique pages dirtied and the number of skipped pages. Next, we show how these models can be incorporated into Algorithm 1. 5.4



of unique pages dirtied and skipped pages per iteration. In the previous sections, we proposed models that estimate these parameters. In this section, we propose Algorithm 4 that uses these models to predict the migration time with both KVM and Xen live migration. The inputs to Algorithm 4 are the memory size M, the page transfer rate R , the page dirty rate (S, Snew ), the writable working set size Mw , x seconds (which is an input for Algorithm 3 that predicts Wi ), bitmap-collection interval j and the bitmap- collection period P. 5.4.1



KVM migration time model



In Algorithm 4, line 4 to 18 are not applicable for KVM. Line 19 to 24 of Algorithm 4 describe the migration time and downtime estimation for the KVM live migration. The number of skipped pages is always 0 for KVM—line 19. The variable Vi denotes the number of pages need to be transferred in iteration i (refer Section 2.2). Algorithm 2 is used to estimate the number of unique pages dirtied—line 20. Then, the dirtied pages is scheduled to transfer in the next iteration (i + 1)—line 21. When one of the stop-andcopy conditions [28] is met, the iterative pre-copy phase is terminated. Algorithm 4 Model to predict migration performance 1: function E STIMATE (M, R, S, Stnew , Mw , x, j, P) 2: i ← 1; Vi ← M 3: repeat 4: if Xen then 5: 6: 7: 8: 9: 10: 11: 12: 13: 14: 15: 16: 17: 18: 19: 20: 21: 22: 23: 24: 25:



Tiw ← VRi . Step 1 w , S, St , M , j, P) Dw ← DPG(T w new i i if i ≥ 2 then . Step 2 if Dwi > Di−1 then Dw i ← Di−1 Tiw ← Ti−1 end if U ← DPG(Tiw +Ti−1 , S, Stnew , Mw , j, P) Ei ← (Dw i + Di−1 ) −U Wi ← SPG(M, R, S, Stnew , x, j, P, i, 0, Ei ) else Wi ← SPG(M, R, S, Stnew , x, j, P, i, Di , 0) end if end if . Step 3 V −W i i . Wi is 0 for KVM Ti ← R Di ← DPG(Ti , S, Stnew , Mw , j, P) Vi+1 ← Di i ← i+1 until a stop-and-copy condition [28] satisfies return t p ← ∑ Ti ,td ← VRi end function



Model for Migration Time



To estimate the performance of KVM live migration, we need to estimate only the number of unique pages dirtied per iteration as KVM does not employ the page skip technique. For Xen live migration, we need to estimate both the number



5.4.2



Xen migration time model



As mentioned in Section 4.3, we need to tackle the circular dependency between the number of skipped pages and the
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Figure 11. Migration time, downtime and network traffic prediction error with our proposed model for KVM.
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Figure 12. (a) Prediction accuracy of our model compared to the existing models. (b) Impact of different bitmapcollection period P iteration time. Hence, we employ the following three steps for every iteration: Step 1: Assuming there is no skipping, estimate the iteration time (Tiw )—line 5 and the number of dirtied pages (Dwi )—line 6. Step 2: Using the (over) estimated iteration time and dirtied pages in step 1, estimate either (a) the number of skipped pages for iteration 1—line 16 or (b) the number of eligible pages as well as skipped pages for iteration i ≥ 2— line 12 to 14 (depending upon the iteration number i). Step 3: Using estimated number of skipped pages in step 2, estimate the iteration time again—line 19 and the number of pages to be transferred in the next iteration—line 20 to 21. From step 1 and 2, it is clear that the estimation of number of skipped pages using overestimated iteration time will cause error. Here, the iteration time (Tiw ) is overestimated because we assume no skipping. However, the following are two key observations which led to above three mentioned steps. Observation 1. For iteration 1, the step 1 overestimated only the iteration time but not the number of unique pages dirtied. The reason is as follows: The actual time taken by the first iteration was quite high as all pages were scheduled to transfer. As a result, all pages in the writable working set were dirtied within the actual iteration time. Since the writable working set size is an upper limit on the number of dirtied pages, overestimating the iteration time cannot inflate this number anymore. Observation 2. For iteration i > 1, each iteration time was short enough that the upper limit on the number of dirtied pages was not reached. Hence, an overestimation of iteration time resulted in an overestimation of the number of unique pages dirtied (during step 1). To reduce the error induced by step 1, we employed lines 8 to 10 in Algorithm 4



based on the observation that the number of unique pages dirtied during the current iteration was lower than the number of unique pages dirtied during the previous iteration— refer Figure 6. The same was observed with iteration time. Resource prediction for migration process. In order to find the page transfer rate R that satisfies a given migration time target, we need to perform a binary search on R using Algorithm 4 until the target time is achieved. The CPU utilization at the source and destination PM increases linearly with page transfer rate [28]. Hence, using a linear regression model, we can also estimate the required CPU resource at the source and destination PM that satisfies a given migration time target.



6.



Evaluation of Proposed Model



Number of Unique Pages Dirtied. Figure 12(a) plots absolute error of the estimated number of unique pages dirtied (i.e., #pages × 4 KB) for a given time. The 90th percentile error with our proposed model was only 23 MB compared to the best existing model’s error, i.e., 150 MB for the Probability method. The maximum error observed with our model was much lower (i.e., 359 MB) compared to the Probability method (i.e., 9000 MB). Impact of bitmap-collection period P on prediction accuracy. Since our model is dependent on the bitmapcollection period P, we decided to investigate the effect of different values of P on prediction accuracy of the number of unique pages dirtied. Figure 12(b) plots the impact of three different periods. The bitmap-collection interval was set to 100 msecs as almost all the iteration times stored in the migration logs were greater than 100 msecs. We observed that the estimation error decreased with increase in the bitmapcollection period and eventually became constant beyond the 10 seconds period (as the average number of new pages dirtied per interval became constant (refer Figure 9(b)). Hence, we set our bitmap-collection period to 10 seconds. Impact of bitmap-collection period P on application performance. For the kernel compile workload, the time taken to compile the default configuration with two threads was 227.3 seconds. To find the impact of bitmap-collection period, we collected dirty bitmaps every 100 msecs for a time period of 10 seconds and observed the completion time to be 228.5 seconds (only 0.5% increase in the completion time). Similarly, for RUBiS workload with 100 clients, the throughput dropped from 1165 requests per second to 1129
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Figure 13. Migration time, downtime and network traffic prediction error with our proposed model for Xen. requests per second (3% drop in the throughput). This is the only cost associated with our model. Migration time, Downtime and Network Traffic. Figure 11 plots the CDF of prediction error for KVM live migration. The migration time, downtime and network traffic prediction errors with our model are much lower compared to the existing models. The 90th percentile migration time estimation error with our model was 8 seconds (12%), whereas with the best existing model, it was 43 seconds (46%). Similarly, the 90th percentile network traffic estimation error with our model was 350 MB (13%), whereas with the best existing model, it was 1415 MB (46%). Figure 13 plots the CDF of prediction errors for Xen live migration. The 90th percentile migration time estimation error with our model was 14 seconds (19%), whereas with the best existing model, it was 112 seconds (159%). Similarly, the 90th percentile network traffic estimation error with our model was 434 MB (19%), whereas with the best existing model, it was 2000 MB (140%). For ten percentage of migrations, our model estimated migration time with error greater than 12% for KVM and 19% for Xen live migration. This is because, when the variance in the number of pages dirtied per unit time was high, our model failed to predict Di with high accuracy. The high variance in the number of pages dirtied per unit time was observed for tar, freqmine, x264, and Mummer.



7.



Conclusion and Future Work



In this paper, we first presented a thorough empirical evaluation of existing KVM and Xen migration time prediction models and showed that the errors were very high. We then conducted a detailed analysis of the empirical data to identify shortcomings in the existing analytical models. Finally, we proposed and validated a novel and comprehensive model to predict the performance of KVM and Xen live migration. As part of our future work, we plan to explore the applicability and extensions of our model to virtual disk migration, VMware live migration and secure live migration. As virtual disk migration [48] is similar to VM migration, we speculate that the proposed model can be employed to predict the migration time of a virtual disk by substituting the disk block dirty rate for the page dirty rate. Further, our model might be used with VMware live migration [29] as it is similar to KVM live migration, and also with secure pre-copy live mi-



gration, which employs either SSL or TSL (as it adds only a constant time overhead to each page). We also aim to better account for the high variance in the page dirty rate to improve the prediction accuracy even further.



A.



Workloads



The following are workloads used in this paper: Web Services: (a) HTTP File Server—where clients download files at two different rates of 80 Mbps and 160 Mbps (b) RUBiS [37]—an auction site prototype modeled after eBay.com which implements the following features: browse and bid on existing items, register and sell items. (c) Mediawiki [25]—an open source wiki package written in PHP, mainly used in all Wikipedia websites. (d). Dell DVD store [1]—an open source e-commerce application in which a user can search for DVD with actor name or title and order for the same. The workloads (a), (b) and (c) are two tier applications, i.e., web server and a database server. The Apache Jmeter [15] was used to generate load for RUBiS, Mediawiki and Dell DVD store. For RUBiS and Dell DVD store, the Jmeter was configured with 50, 100, and 300 clients in three different runs, respectively. For Mediawiki, the Jmeter was configured with 10 and 20 clients in two different runs, respectively. OLTPBenchmarks [12]:—an open source testbed for benchmarking database management systems. It implements different set of workloads such as epinions, ycsb, twitter, seats, votes, tpcc, and tatp. Multimedia, Data Mining and Multi-threaded Benchmarks: (a) Parsec [4]—a benchmark suite that consist of multi-threaded programs from different area such as computer vision, image and video processing, and animation physics. We used the following six applications: bodytrack, ferret, fluidanimate, freqmine, vips, and x264. (b) NU-MineBench [27]—a data mining workload which implements many mining algorithms such as ECLAT, HOP, ScalParC, and UtilityMine. (c) Dacapo [6]—an open source client-side JAVA benchmark suite consist of avrora, eclipse, fop, h2, jython, luindex, lusearch, pmd, sunflow, tomcat, tradebeans, tradesoap, and xalan. (d) Kernel compile— which compiles Linux kernel v2.6.39 with the default configuration.(e) File Compression—which uses tar Linux command to compress a set of files whose total size is 8 GB. (f) Mummer [20]—which aligns entire genome sequence. (g) Linpack [13]—which solves a set of linear equations.
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